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A Higher Grade of ReferenceThe 2016 Standard Catalog of World Coins, 1901-2000 provides
the most compelling and complete catalog to 20th century coins available. As the market shifts
to a greater emphasis on higher quality coins, Standard Catalog of World Coins now reflects that
demand by expanding values for coins of superior condition.For the first time in the more than
40-year history of the reference, this massive guide now features MS65 values for much of the
catalog With more values for PF63 and PF65 than ever before as well, you will discover higher-
grade values for most circulating coins throughout the catalog supported and vetted by a
worldwide network of numismatic experts.Substantial in size, scope and detail, Standard
Catalog of World Coins offers invaluable information to the beginning or serious collector,
researcher, academician, or coin dealer specializing in 20th century coins.Extensive yet easily
managed, the catalog is organized by country, with each listing providing:Current values for
coins listed by date, mintmark and gradeGlobally accepted KM reference numbersClear
descriptions and invaluable detailWhat's more, coins minted in silver, gold, platinum and
palladium offer information for navigating the often turbulent precious metals market,
including:Total coin weightFinenessActual precious metal weightFor more than four decades,
the Standard Catalog of World Coins, 1901-2000 has made it possible to invest with confidence
in a hobby offering such a rich reward.

About the AuthorGeorge S. Cuhaj has served the Krause Publications numismatic staff for 20
years. Before becoming an editor with the Standard Catalog of World Coin series he worked for
the American Numismatic Society and as a cataloger for Stack's Rare Coins, both of New York
City. Cuhaj is past president of the American Medallic Sculpture Association and his art medal
creations have been show internationally.Thomas Michael has served as a market analyst for 25
years at Krause Publications, which holds a reputation for creating the world's best-selling coin
books. Michael holds a bachelor's of arts degree in history and a mast of arts degree in
economics.
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Michael Arslan, “Best Coin Book out there. This book has thousands of coin pictures and
provides a high-level of confidence in it's prices. Very similar to NGC.”

Ebook Library Reader, “What a buy!!. This is one of the three I bought and mentioned in my
review of the 1801-1900.What a buy!!”

Jennie Thompson, “VERY large book!. Great pictures of coins and laid out very well. Arrived
promptly. Pleased with purchase. Huge book, much larger than expected.”

Ebook Library Reader, “world coins CD. Nice CD, the only way  to to world coin look ups.”

Louise M. Falcone, “Four Stars. Exactly what my father wanted”

T.Sat., “Four Stars. Nice book.”

Clyde P. Alexander, “Five Stars. Great catalog providing all the relevant information one needs in
collecting world coins”

Timothy White, “Great Book. Everything as it should be, No problems.”

Francisco Alarcon Soler, “Five Stars. Excellent!!!”

Filipe Duro, “Five Stars. Verry nice book. In perfect shape.”

Gord Goldschmidt, “Five Stars. Good, informative catalog.”

Laurent, “Incontournable. Rien à dire et de toute manière il n'existe rien  pour le remplacer.”

Vincenzo L., “Catalogo fantastico. Ottimo ma spedizione lenta. Il catalogo è fodamentale per chi
ama collezionare monete ! a a a a a a”

The book by Warman's has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 69 people have provided feedback.
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